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I am a passionate student of math and computer science and have 
applied this training to my other passion — raising expectations in the 
performance of digital marketing. I’m proud of our business and team, 
grateful to my partner and co-founder, Julien Hirth, and am delighted to 
describe how Scibids AI creates new value for advertisers around the 
world without reliance on personal information.

Few industries present such an ideal environment for the deployment 
of machine learning — the scale is global and growing, the operational 
challenges are mighty, and data availability is near real time. And few 
industries are as important — digital marketing enables our global 
marketplace of ideas to thrive.

It’s sheer joy for a machine-learning devotee like me.

Scibids has pioneered AI in digital marketing at a time of great opportunity 
and great uncertainty for the industry. At once, global consumer flight 
to a multitude of digital devices creates vast scale opportunities for 
advertisers while privacy issues sully the industry’s reputation and detract 
from its promise.

This doesn’t have to be. The technology exists to rise above the fray, to 
create step-change performance, and to respect consumers. 

It can also ease operational complexity to open up scale potential. At 
Scibids, we know the realities of media buying and execution today — 
topline KPIs described in media briefs tell only a small part of the story, 
while detailed campaign requirements create vast complexities that 
challenge scale at every turn. Without customizable AI, a whole industry 
suffers from underspend and underdelivery relative to its potential.

We expect the AI in our pockets and homes to understand our goals and 
respond accordingly. We should expect nothing less from the AI powering 
our media.

Thank you for your interest, and please be in touch — we’d love to hear 
from you! 

Foreword from
the Co-founder

Yours,

Rémi Lemonnier, PhD
Co-founder & President, Scibids
remi@scibids.com
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A new wave of innovation in paid digital marketing is enabling systemic 
respect for consumer privacy while generating strong, scalable returns 
on investment for advertisers. Fueling this wave of innovation is Artificial 
Intelligence (AI).

Marketing is a large, complex, and continuously evolving industry that 
drives brand growth. What’s more, digital marketing is quickly outpacing 
traditional marketing in impact, size, and spend. As such, digital marketing 
is critical to brand growth. 

Meanwhile, as consumers increasingly use more digital applications 
across more devices and channels, they generate exponential increases 
in data volumes. The result is huge-scale challenges for those seeking to 
grow brand equity and sales from digital marketing. Only sophisticated 
decisioning technology, engineered to tackle the advertiser-specific 
business growth challenges presented by an advertiser, can provide 
solutions.

Making digital marketing challenges even more complex, years of 
European and U.S. data regulation, public litigation, and consumers’ own 
flight to privacy-friendly web experiences have changed the technical 
landscape and opportunity for digital advertising dramatically. 

Most recently, big tech is weighing in with full force. Take Google, for 
example. 2021 began with its announcement to do away with third-party 
cookies, identifiers that track individuals as they browse the web and 
power virtually all digital marketing strategies. While (as of this writing)  
they’ve delayed the inevitable, in April, Apple released a new privacy tool, 
App Tracking Transparency, that asks device users if they want to share 
their private data with third parties who may use that data for ad targeting. 
So far, consumer adoption of the feature has been overwhelming. 

Introduction
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For privacy watchdogs, these moves are welcomed steps. For advertisers, 
technology providers, agencies, publishers, and other curators of the 
web’s economy, these moves present existential obstacles to growth. An 
entire digital marketing ecosystem that has grown up relying on digital 
identifiers to power nearly every marketing use case must now confront 
big questions about its future ability to create sustainable advertiser value. 

Meeting the moment, developments in AI are here and their methods rise 
above the need to invade user privacy to create performance and scale for 
advertisers. Instead, AI can use readily-accessible, abundant data points 
available routinely from non-user-specific interactions with web content 
to deliver efficiency and scale for advertisers and their supply chains. The 
technology is poised not simply to remedy the limitations of the cookie 
and personal identifiers, but also to untangle the unfortunate relationship 
between privacy and performance and in marketing. 

AI is transforming industries, and marketing is no exception. The team at 
Scibids hopes this reference guide helps marketers and the digital media 
ecosystem to navigate this new world with greater ease and enthusiasm.

Artificial Intelligence is  
poised [...] to untangle  
the unfortunate 
relationship between 
privacy and performance 
and in marketing.

"

"
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Who Will 
Benefit From 
Reading This 
Reference 
Guide

This reference guide is for audiences interested in learning more about 
the privacy-first era and how sophisticated AI is growing the value and 
scale of paid digital media to advertisers, agencies, and the digital media 
supply chain without intruding on people’s privacy. It will be of principal 
value to:
• Digital marketing leadership within advertisers who focus  

on paid media
• Media agency leadership responsible for media and data buying  

for their client portfolios
• Data and media product leaders within brands and agencies 
• Leaders of programmatic functions within brands and agencies, 

including those  responsible for campaign management  
and optimization

• Programmatic platform business and product leadership seeking 
to grow their business relationships with agencies, brands, and 
their supply chains

• Legal and procurement resources who seek to align technology 
decisions with fast-evolving legal and regulatory frameworks, 
especially with regard to privacy

• Industry analysts and investment firms focused on understanding 
an evolving digital marketing industry, as well as evolving use 
cases for AI across industries

• Members of the mainstream, financial, and trade press focused on 
how technology is transforming industries, especially marketing
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The marketing world didn’t need to read Google’s early 2021 
announcement about removing support for third-party cookies to 
be reminded that it has a big problem with privacy in general and 
cross-site tracking in particular. 

Engineered at a time when few could have imagined the multi-
device digital consumer journeys marketers now seek to decipher, 
cookies rely on data from a user’s device to track that device and 
make associations between them. 

Governments around the world have been relentlessly tightening 
rules for years. Those rules helped customers gain a greater level 
of control over their data while offering more transparency as to 
how and when data is collected. However, attempts to obtain user 
consent to cookies have created yet more user friction: cookie 
notices litter the web, creating clumsy, interruptive web experience 
that effectively warns users about the safety and security of their 
ongoing web experiences. Then, users are still followed around 
for weeks after visiting a site. These  blunt behavioral targeting 
techniques remind consumers to seek refuge in browsers and 
apps that block third-party cookies — along with the ads and 
monetization they enable. 

How the  
Cookie Has 
Crumbled
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Meanwhile, as a technology, cookies don’t even work very well. They 
are the cause of massive discrepancies and data loss between 
ad systems, headaches for operators and procurement leads, and 
ultimately are an unreliable and costly signal for marketers. It’s a 
sad fact that no one in the supply chain can ever really know which 
system’s data represents reality — indeed, adtech relies on paper 
contracts to establish reality.

So, when Google announced they will finally deprecate this frail 
technology on which too many digital marketing systems still 
rely, they did adtech a favor (and caused us a few headaches). 
Consumer and B2B brands around the world now must reckon 
with the fact that the most recognizable technological brand in 
the world, a powerhouse behind the most important marketing 
channels for sales in the world, has declared cross-site tracking 
unfit for use.

Despite their limitations, cookies have served as a standard for 
vital use cases in digital marketing such as targeting audiences, 
establishing attribution, and enabling frequency capping for digital 
ad campaigns. These tiny files, written to consumers’ computers 
to store identifying information used by websites and ad systems, 
have been the digital reference upon which brands, agencies, and 
adtech providers have built an entire digital marketing ecosystem.

The good news is that the industry is already reacting the way it 
should have when GDPR and CCPA kicked in, and various initiatives 
both from independent adtech and big tech are allowing for the 
most essential adtech use cases to be supported in a privacy-
preserving way. 

But let us be clear: the end of cookies will have a dramatic impact 
on advertisers’ ROI if they continue to rely on behavioral targeting 
techniques in the years to come. Fortunately, the knowledge 
exists to create privacy-preserving technologies that rise above 
the confusing and contorted, cookie-filled digital ecosystem that’s 
generated such animosity among consumers, web content, and the 
brands who pay for it all. 
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AI is here. It is powering the supply chains that bring goods to 
our doorstep and shaping the products consumers use every day. 
According to the Macroeconomic Impact of Artificial Intelligence 
report by PwC,  AI will be the number one driver of GDP growth 
by 2030. Consumers interact with AI every day — in smart home 
systems like Amazon’s Alexa, in pocket devices like Apple’s 
iPhone, and in recommendation engines of all kinds. Indeed, AI has 
become so ubiquitous that if you use a device that doesn't employ 
AI, you get the sense that something is wrong — that the device 
isn’t working well. Devices missing AI create a noticeably inferior 
product experience.

As AI transforms our everyday interactions with technology, AI is 
transforming industries. Global brands use AI across the enterprise 
to drive production efficiencies and to create better business and 
consumer products — increasing personalization, attractiveness, 
and affordability. Management, product development, and 
automation are benefiting from the use of AI. 

All industries rely on digital marketing for growth in brand equity 
and sales. As such, AI’s ability to impact brand growth has profound 
consequences for global economic growth. 

AI is Here 
and Raising 
Expectations in 
Marketing

Well-engineered 
AI for marketing 
should quickly 
create step-change 
performance 
improvements and 
provide paths to 
scale them.

"

"
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AI is raising expectations in marketing and expectations should be 
high. Well-engineered AI for marketing should quickly create step-
change performance improvements and provide paths to scale them. 
Scibids AI sees performance improvement of up to 70% across clear 
and measurable business KPIs without using cookies or personal 
information to target users.

Crucially, Scibids AI can be easily customized via a simple UI, which 
enables operators to instruct it to optimize an advertisers’ unique 
business needs, KPI goals, and scale requirements. Scibids AI learns 
quickly and progressively from abundant, non-personally identifiable 
information available during the normal course of serving a digital 
ad. The result is outsized ROI without the use of digital identifiers, 
behavioral analysis derived from the use of cookies, or any other cross-
site tracking systems to target consumers.
 
As we should expect, the AI becomes smarter and more valuable to 
brands and their partners as more privacy-friendly information is made 
available to it — more media, data, and specificity around the KPIs that 
advertisers seek to scale. This scaling intelligence enables an ongoing 
and strong relationship between machine and human. As an example, 
media planning and buying resources can magnify their impact by 
delivering more performant media with which the AI can scale.
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Without a clear and radical alternative, cookie-reliant marketing on 
the web is poised to disappoint. It’s hard to see how CMOs can turn 
to their boards with confident outlooks on growth while working with 
technology platforms that use cookies — especially when that choice 
implicates their stance on customer privacy and when the most 
recognizable technology brands in the world are deprecating them. 

Just as AI is transforming industries as diverse as financial services, 
robotics, self-driving automobiles, home automation systems, and 
the mobile phones in our pockets, AI is also enabling dramatic 
efficiencies and scale in paid digital media. And it’s doing so without 
using the most objectionable flashpoints of personal data tracking. 

Since 2016, Scibids has been developing and deploying sophisticated 
AI technology for digital marketing that doesn’t rely on the analysis 
of navigation history tracked through cookies or personal identifiers. 
Scibids AI uses plentiful, harmless, non-user-specific metadata from 
bid requests on websites to create better alignment between brands 
and consumers. 

Scibids 
Builds AI for 
Marketing
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Scibids AI requires no direct consumer interaction — it does not 
utilize behavioral targeting nor does it rely on cross-site tracking 
— to gain marketing signals on which to base its optimization 
decisions. Instead, it uses broadly and regularly available metadata 
from bid requests, containing no user-level information, to create 
optimization models. Properly harnessed, this data is both more 
abundant and more powerful than legacy, broken cookie-based  
user data. 

Having rendered behavioral targeting and cross-site tracking 
obsolete for purposes of ad decisioning and optimization, Scibids 
AI brings the industry closer to a world in which user-level, 
pseudonymous information is dispensed with altogether. Only 
an ad delivery or media platform’s attribution rules, frequency 
capping, and retargeting (if used) still require this information. 
Already, innovations for these use cases are emerging from Privacy 
Sandbox and independent ID initiatives. 

While there is no denying the end of cookies will have a profound 
impact on the industry, the future of cookieless digital marketing 
is bright. In the post-cookie world, privacy-respecting, AI-based 
marketing is able to learn from broad, unlabeled signals and 
generate engagement and sales from a much larger set of 
individuals than today’s technology. 
 
While much innovation is expected by all players in the industry, 
driving ROI will become increasingly dependent on AI solutions, like 
Scibids, that do not rely on personal data or cross-site behavioral 
analysis. And, the opportunity is great: grow the category and the 
significance of digital marketing, while reducing friction between 
consumers, brands, and the economic engine of the web.

Scibids AI requires 
no direct consumer 
interaction — it does 
not utilize behavioral 
targeting nor does 
it rely on cross-site 
tracking — to gain 
marketing signals 
on which to base 
its optimization 
decisions.

"

"
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Advertisers, their media agencies, and adtech partners must solve for 
increasing complexity as they seek growth in a vast marketplace of 
cross-device ad and data interactions with consumers. Fortunately, 
AI is poised to solve these audacious challenges in marketing, just 
as it is raising expectations across the rest of a brand’s enterprise — 
in product development, supply chain logistics, and other functions 
crucial to that brand’s efficient and scalable business operation.

In light of a demonstrable, clear impact to ROI of paid media 
investments across thousands of campaigns globally over nearly 
five years, we’re confident saying that marketing campaigns not 
using customizable AI for paid display, video, and mobile media 
buying are necessarily (and often dramatically) underspending and 
underperforming.

This section details how Scibids AI works and how companies 
involved in media buying can build a long-term competitive 
advantage to attract more bottom-line growth and scale the revenue 
and business outcomes of its media buying practice. 

Step One: Customize - Unleash Tailored Media Buying Decisioning         
AI should be engineered to tailor its media buying approach to meet 
the always-unique demands of digital marketing stakeholders who 
reasonably expect their paid media campaigns to comply with brand-
specific requirements. 

How AI in Paid 
Media Works
Build a Competitive 
Advantage With Scibids AI
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Scibids AI, accessed through the user’s choice of demand 
side platform, with a light interface for supplemental input, is 
engineered to understand these unique business and campaign 
goals — including real-world constraints — to deploy unique bidding 
algorithms based on specific objectives and requirements. Put 
simply, Scibids AI is engineered to be practically useful given the 
realities of the demands on paid digital marketing today.

Every media campaign presents a unique set of goals, targeting rules, 
and quality metrics that off-the-shelf decisioning algorithms are ill-
equipped to handle well. As a result, performance and scale suffer, 
and human operators are inevitably charged with the thankless 
task of making up for the inadequacies of available targeting and 
algorithmic approaches. 

We observe:  
(i) platforms typically offer a single algorithmic solution, 
regardless of campaign objectives even though objectives can 
vary widely and differ greatly. For more than a decade, bidding 
functions have been rooted in a simple equation Bid Price = goal_
value *conversion_probability. 

(ii) the data from which standard algorithms are engineered 
to learn is the same for all campaigns, meaning that inevitable 
variability of campaign requirements are programmatically 
ignored, regardless of their individual importance to campaign 
objectives. In rare cases, a pre-set portfolio of different learning 
databases matching a generic list of KPIs is accessible to the 
algorithm — also an inadequate solution given the wide range of 
variability of campaign needs. 

 

Scibids AI is 
engineered to be 
practically useful 
given the realities 
of the demands 
on paid digital 
marketing today.

"

"
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Bidding Function: Defines how the optimization scheme weighs the 
variables that will influence the price of a given bid.

Key Terms

Learning Database: An evolving table that relates conversion or KPI 
events to media impressions and their characteristics. A learning 
database is used by the AI to identify impression patterns that lead to 
the desired event (or not).

Conversion Events: Campaign-specific events representing the 
desired business outcome (e.g. a completed video view, clicks, 
purchase, etc.).  

Variables: Specific information about an ad impression such as the 
place or the time of impression, its format, size, browser, etc. 

Bid Stream: Media information contained in the technical bid request 
as between the Supply Side Platform and the Demand Side Platform.

Metadata: Data that provides information about other data. In 
context of digital marketing, bidstream metadata provides summary 
information about a website’s content category or placement type.

Cardinality: Describes the number of possible combinations between 
different data points in a set of data.
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Since its inception, Scibids has innovated on the status quo by 
building flexible technology capable of meeting the practical needs 
of marketers. Scibids AI allows every single campaign to achieve 
its potential by building the optimal learning database and bidding 
function based on the unique needs of each campaign. The AI goes 
further to evolve the learning databases on which it relies as well as 
the equations that create media decisions as the campaign evolves. 
 
Just as we expect AI-powered voice automation in our mobile 
devices to learn our unique voices and progressively improve clarity 
and accuracy of response to instructions we give, we should expect 
AI in media to be nimble and progressive, growing its utility with our 
expressed needs.

1.1 High Cardinality Learning and Variable Selection

With billions of learning events (e.g. ad impressions) generated 
by web users every day and billions of possible ad variables (e.g. 
domain = xyz.com and placement_id = 12345), media buying is 
highly suitable to very large-scale machine learning problems that 
go beyond standard machine learning libraries. Progressive variable 
selection is paramount.
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Finding the optimal learning data set within this vast pool of available 
events, in the least amount of time, with the least amount of budget, 
with the best possible media buying outcome given goals unique and 
specific to a particular campaign, is, indeed, a considerable challenge. 

Scibids’ machine learning platform has been built to tackle this multi-
dimensional challenge. Its AI operates on: 
a. a scalable, responsive cloud architecture on which 
b. fast, proprietary C++ algorithmic computation is performed 

throughout the day to
c. constantly test and learn that the right variables are being 

considered, always comparing their predictive power to the 
KPIs produced.

This approach enables Scibids AI to refrain from making a-priori 
choices on variable selections and from sticking with the same 
variable selections throughout the campaign’s flight. Instead, it 
programmatically builds a learning data set specific to each campaign, 
which itself evolves progressively as the campaign evolves, shedding 
those variables that do not create performance and welcoming new 
ones that do. The result is that at any moment, the learning data 
represents the optimal trade-off between volumes of variables for 
qualitative learning and quality of variables regarding the optimal 
performance of the campaign. 

Practically, this approach means that as a campaign grows, the 
learning events and variables available to optimize with change. For 
example, relying on a small volume of attributed conversions early in 
a campaign’s lifecycle for optimization is unlikely to bear fruit as that 
small  volume is usually inadequate for learning purposes. Instead, 
an approach that selects learning events and variables that are 
available in abundance at any given time can, with the right decisioning 
apparatus, lead to better learning and outcomes. As the campaign 
progresses, the AI progresses its understanding of the optimal learning 
events and variables with which to optimize.

At any moment, 
the learning data 
represents the 
optimal trade-off 
between volumes 
of variables for 
qualitative learning 
and quality of 
variables regarding 
the optimal 
performance of the 
campaign. 

"

"
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This high cardinality in variable scoring and flexibility in the learning data 
set also enables Scibids AI to learn natively from any additional data 
points in the bid stream, such as segment membership information. 

1.2 Flexible Bidding Function

Optimization algorithms in paid media typically offer a simple 
equation, developed more than a decade ago, that has become 
the standard “multipurpose tool” for paid media optimization. 
Alas, like most multipurpose tools, it is ill-suited to the specific 
requirements of complex and varied use cases presented by modern, 
multi-strategy, multi-device campaigns. This equation is generally 
presented as: 
 

Bid Price    = goal_value   * conversion_probability 
(Output)     = (input)          * (calculation)

 
where the sophistication and potential for optimized gain lies in the 
unique calculation expressed within “conversion_probability.” Most 
optimization algorithms in the market today abide by this structure. 
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Even in theory, this equation is suitable only for a single campaign 
type in which the goal is to spend an undetermined budget (notably, 
a data point not contemplated by the equation) precisely at the goal 
value. In practice, this campaign type is a rarity, primarily because 
campaigns most often have: 

(i) a specific budget, specified by a platform operator, that 
seeks the delivery of a minimum scale of outcomes per unit 
of time (e.g. day, week). Assuming constant probabilities, this 
means that scale necessarily suffers because the goal value 
cannot be achieved at the level of spend specified by the 
trader. For example, if a trader seeks to spend $100 per day at 
a $10 CPA, but where the actual CPA is $20, the algorithm will 
programmatically underspend by 50% or $50 per day. 

(ii) specific constraints on volume of impressions and quality 
metrics. These metrics, like viewability, click-through rate, and 
conversion rate, are often referred to as “secondary goals,” yet 
they most often play a primary role in negatively impacting 
results and campaign scale. For example, a campaign that seeks 
to deliver a fixed or maximum volume of impressions with highly 
specific quality attributes will typically resort to the purchase 
of the lowest-priced, and, therefore, worst-quality media, which 
itself negatively impacts the campaign’s goal. 
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Finally, the legacy bidding formula is only suitable for second price 
auction environments in which a calculated bid price is actually 
useful and can be deployed. Campaigns confronting complex 
auction dynamics presented by first price auctions or pricing floors 
will not be helped by this bidding formula. It is also ill-equipped to 
optimize campaigns that may specify a mix of min/max CPM, media 
quality targets, delivery targets, and performance targets. These are 
routine, everyday realities of modern paid media campaigns.

To make up for the inadequacies of existing bidding formulas, 
traders must constantly monitor, guide, and otherwise change 
multidimensional campaign settings throughout a campaign’s flight. 
Of course, as more campaign requirements that are incompatible 
with Bid Price = goal_value * conversion_probability are imposed on 
media campaigns, traders are forced to engage in manual and time-
consuming adjustments to campaigns that result in little, or only 
marginal, improvements to performance and scale. This is not a fair 
nor sustainable dynamic.
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Decisioning 
technology 
that confronts 
campaign 
realities  
with AI

In the same way that you might brief a colleague about an upcoming 
ad campaign, Scibids has enabled its AI to understand the most 
important and practical objectives, inputs, and real-world constraints, 
enabling it to produce the desired outcome at the greatest scale. 

Scibids has engineered its systemic capture of this “waterfall” of 
needs as follows, blending information directly read in the DSP with 
direct inputs from campaign managers. 

The result is practical, useful technology that aims to understand the 
breadth of the objectives with as much detail as possible in order to 
output the best possible answers.

Here is an example waterfall of campaign requirements that the AI is 
capable of understanding: 
 

These objectives are specified in the Scibids interface for each 
campaign. Scibids proprietary waterfall approach puts campaign 
managers in the driver’s seat to plan and control the different 
milestones to be reached successively by the AI, which monitors and 
adjusts performance, pacing, CPM, and viewability trade-offs on a 
close to real-time basis.

Insight
Scibids AI goes beyond a 
one-size fits all approach, 
personalizing both the learning 
data set and the bidding 
function to the campaign 
specific objectives and 
constraints. It is designed for 
the complexity of multi-channel 
marketing campaigns that not 
only need to solve for the KPI 
at hand, but face real-world 
constraints. These constraints 
may be born of business rules 
set by the advertiser or agency, 
or they may be born of the 
reality of progressive campaign 
optimization in dynamic media 
buying environments.
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Step Two: Enhance - Create AI-Aligned Campaign Setup and 
Business Process

With powerful, personalized AI that drives scale and performance 
through high cardinality impression scoring and flexible bidding, we 
can begin to think differently about how campaigns are constructed 
and lessen the operational burden on managers who ordinarily 
confront increased complexity as campaigns progress. 

Because we can rely on AI to automate complex multi-dimensional 
decisioning, we can reimagine the complexity of campaign 
management and free ourselves to think about how to feed the AI 
better data and media assets that scale great results. 

Beyond performance uplifts derived from tailor-made learning 
database and bidding functions, Scibids AI helps campaigns  
to grow by:
• enabling campaigns to ease targeting constraints without 

sacrificing performance; 
• pointing budget at tactics that have the potential to scale 

efficiently; and 
• expanding media supply opportunities confidently.

2.1 Scibids AI Enables Campaigns to Ease Targeting Restrictions That 
Constrain Scale

Scibids AI’s high cardinality impression scoring makes the standard 
inclusion/exclusion approach to targeting rules obsolete for 
purposes of producing performance. For example, why should 
a campaign exclude users during evening hours based on an 
average result during that time if AI is able to pinpoint precisely the 
impressions that produce a desired outcome, having considered all 
other characteristics of the impression? 

Scibids AI eliminates the need to manually narrow campaign reach, 
enabling campaigns to scale to their maximum potential, while 
reducing structural complexity and resulting management burden. 
In addition, trading professionals can activate a range of options in 
the Scibids interface that serve to overwrite unnecessary targeting, 
ensuring scalability of the process. 
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Feed Your AI 
With More 
Impression 
Opportunities

Scibids AI scores impressions and selects only those predicted to deliver 
the required budget with the best possible results. Therefore, increasing 
the available volume of impression opportunities the AI is able to buy 
enables it to be more selective with each impression it actually buys. 
Conversely, over-targeting the campaign may destroy the effectiveness 
of AI because the pool of eligible impressions from which it can select 
becomes too small!
 
Let’s consider a simple example with a campaign needing to deliver 
200,000 impressions each day. The average CPA is $27. Results show 
that local daytime hours perform better than evening hours, with a 
daytime CPA of $24 and an evening CPA of $43. With these results in 
mind, we might conclude that halting campaign delivery in the evening 
would be a good idea. But, in fact, doing so would make results worse, 
increasing the CPA from $27 to $31. Similarly, a situation in which night is 
suddenly reactivated would quickly improve the CPA from $31 to $27. 
 
By easing targeting restrictions and availing Scibids AI of the largest pool 
of impressions from which to choose, it is afforded the opportunity to 
select the largest number of top performing impressions.

A human operator can be deceived into seeing an apparent pattern -- in this 
case, nighttime ad delivery appears to produce poor results, in aggregate. 
Intuitively, the operator halts all night time buying. This results in a) forcing 
the AI to buy ad impressions during the day that it otherwise would have 
refused to fulfill daily spend quotas, therefore b) depressing overall results. 
The solution is to enable AI to choose those impressions that it predicts will 
perform best, taking all data points into account, at once.
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2.2 Scibids AI Enables Efficient Budget Allocation

Most media management platforms (and media plans) ask that 
traders pre-determine allocations of spend to specific strategies, 
specific insertion orders, line items, or strategies. The rationale 
is sound given commonly available optimization options: use 
successful campaign strategies observed in past campaigns and/
or other observed “best practices” to get started, and refine those 
strategies as the campaign progresses. 

In truth, this approach is not only a guessing game, but it begets 
increased management complexity as the campaign progresses. 
After all, each “best practice” strategy needs to be perpetually 
adjusted and optimized as the campaign proceeds. This dynamic 
requires a great deal of reallocation and pacing labor to manage and 
is unfortunately a major source of spend inefficiencies.
 
Scibids AI eliminates this guesswork, automating the math required 
to optimally allocate budgets to line items and strategies in 
accordance with the value created — all in real time.
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Preventing 
"Death by a 
Thousand 
Budget 
Adjustments"

Situation: Media campaigns are architected using dozens of individual 
line items and strategies. KPIs at the line item level are an average of the 
KPIs produced by millions of individual impressions, and campaign-level 
KPIs are an average of the KPIs produced by the line items. 
 
As campaigns are managed and optimized, line items and strategies 
evolve differently: some have the potential to scale in volume of KPIs 
produced while others do not. 
 
Problem: Optimally allocating budget investments between line items 
and strategies is a major challenge to human operators as the KPI 
(again, an average of many millions of underlying events) never tells 
the full story and can be misleading. Optimal budget allocations evolve 
constantly, following complex market dynamics, and should be adjusted 
regularly (i.e. daily, at least).
 
These challenges, of course, mount as the campaign scales and 
strategies multiply, as each line item needs to be monitored and 
potentially adjusted; and each adjustment creates corresponding need 
to adjust yet other strategies. 
 
This process produces campaigns whose scale potential plateaus 
prematurely and whose KPIs are suboptimal. 
 
Solution: Scibids AI automates the math required to optimally allocate 
budgets to line items and strategies in accordance with the value 
created, in real time. This automation simplifies campaign setup and 
ongoing adjustments to campaigns that traders may seek to make while 
improving the value created by the campaign.
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2.3 Scibids AI Expands Media Supply Opportunities and, Therefore, 
Campaign Scale

Management of adtech systems, across its vast supply chain, 
requires a healthy, dynamic relationship between people and 
machines. Marketing automation systems help supply and demand 
side organizations to interact at an astounding global scale. 
This said, human business owners are still in charge: supply side 
professionals such as yield managers or ad ops managers use 
Supply Side Platforms (SSPs) to generate the optimal volume and 
yield for the demand brought to them by Demand Side Platforms 
(DSPs) operators. Those demand side professionals decide where 
and how much to spend for media and data, bounded by results and 
ROI for any particular campaign or portfolio of campaigns.  
 
For advertisers and their agencies, this means that supply dynamics 
are fluid, flexible,  and must be managed actively. No two DSPs’ 
access to SSPs or underlying publishers’ inventory quality and 
volumes are the same. 
 
Media buying and resource planning have, therefore, a huge 
opportunity to expand volume opportunities for advertisers and 
the campaigns under their management. Scibids AI offers visibility 
and an understanding of which publishers are contributing most 
to campaign efficiency. It increases the bid and win rates on those 
publishers predicted to deliver more value than others. 
 
However, the DSP and SSP do not make available for purchase all 
available inventory on any particular publisher — instead, the net 
volume that they do make available is subject to business decisions 
and technical constraints. 

This presents an exciting opportunity for media buying and trading 
resources who can use Scibids AI to understand where performance 
is generated (i.e. by observing performance generated by website). 
With this data in hand, these resources can work with existing tools 
native to the DSP (e.g. PMP) and/or working with media sellers to 
increase volumes for particular campaigns or portfolio of campaigns 
on those top performing websites.

Insight
With powerful AI comes the 
opportunity to optimize not 
only campaigns and scale but 
also the business process that 
surrounds them. That business 
process should be designed 
to give the AI as much 
latitude (and as few targeting 
constraints) as the business 
can allow. This symbiotic 
relationship enables the best 
possible performance and 
scale, minimizing the human 
effort to manage specific 
settings and maximizing 
human effort to create the 
most scalable data and media 
environment for a campaign.

Media buying and 
resource planning 
have, therefore, a 
huge opportunity 
to expand volume 
opportunities for 
advertisers and the 
campaigns under 
their management.

"

"
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Step Three: Grow - Feed Scibids AI More Relevant Business Data With 
Which to Grow Relevant Business Results

In light of the substantial automation that Scibids AI delivers for 
its clients, campaign management resources, media buyers, and 
planners can turn their attention to growing their client’s efficient media 
investment opportunities yet further.
Scibids AI impact can be expanded by exposing it to:
• First party (opted-in) user segmentation or behavioral  

predictions, which can be explicitly considered as variables in  
the modeling process;

• Performance KPI data (including data points from external  
oracles such as attribution systems or other metrics providers);

• Data from a campaign’s creative; and
• Any custom variable engineered into the bid request.

3.1 Include First-Party Customer Data (Opted-In)

Scibids AI enables advertisers to leverage their first-party (1P) data to 
reach their prime audience with greater efficiency. Traditionally, clients 
with large 1P data sets need to create specific campaign strategies 
to reach users in those segments. Scibids AI eliminates the need to 
handpick a few segments in a DMP to "test & learn" through dedicated, 
numerous, and, generally, manual tactics. Furthermore, Scibids AI 
addresses the challenge of limited reach and high costs endemic to 
buying media targeted to 1P data, a result of trying to target small pools 
of users in an ocean of media opportunities. 
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Marketers can now leverage 1P data without the need to pay a 
premium for media impressions or sacrifice performance and scale 
to do so. (NB: While it’s true that 1P data has no cost to purchase, 
targeting this data requires raising media CPMs substantially to 
assure that bids are won.) Scibids AI dispenses with this approach, 
enabling a new and more efficient way to scale results using 1P data: 

• Scibids AI takes segment membership into account, alongside 
hundreds of other variables, when valuing a media opportunity. 
The technology pools all users predicted to be worth a given CPM 
into larger sets, thereby correcting a demand-supply imbalance, a 
common feature of attempting to win auctions against a tiny number 
of users. The result is lower, fairer media prices for these sought-
after — and often highly-performant —  users.

 
• Scibids eliminates the need for overly elaborate and confusing 

campaign architectures that ultimately create even more elaborate 
and confusing optimization obligations on traders that depress 
performance and scale. Instead, Scibids AI chooses the combination 
of variables that meet or exceed the goals, automatically.

Scibids AI enables 
advertisers to 
leverage their first-
party (1P) data to 
reach their prime 
audience with 
greater efficiency.

"

"

Maximize the 
Value of Opt-
In, First-Party 
Data With 
Scibids AI

Without Scibids AI: Ad platforms force operators to handpick 1P 
data segments for targeting. Over time, these segments degrade in 
performance value, campaign efficiencies level off, and spend plateaus.

With Scibids AI: Advertisers can leverage the AI to score each 1P 
segment for each impression opportunity, maximizing their value 
and eliminating the trader’s need to guess at the right combination of 
segment and media strategy. 
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3.2 Include Performance KPI Data

Trust Scibids AI to listen to the highest fidelity KPI data indicating 
performance and scale as a campaign evolves.
 
When launched, new campaigns inevitably suffer from a lack of KPI-
based events, whether brand engagement or sales — after all, as new 
campaigns, they haven’t had an opportunity to grow and perform. 
Too many optimization systems, nonetheless, point campaigns to 
optimize toward these rare events — events with too tiny a volume to 
be significant for any practical use. Those campaigns waste time and 
crucial budget attempting to derive optimization conclusions from 
too little data. As a result, KPIs suffer — so does campaign scale.
 
(These circumstances are especially challenging for luxury brands, 
automotive brands, and employment/recruitment brands, in which 
small volumes of high-value events are the norm.)
 
Scibids AI solves this issue by building a hierarchical, proprietary 
learning process that transitions continuously between event types 
observable to the AI based on volume.
 
A campaign’s initial optimizations may use high volume events such 
as quality views, clicks, or site visits to inform direction. These events 
suggest user patterns that enable initial KPI efficiencies.
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Gradually, as it optimizes from those large volume events, the AI shifts 
its attention to more voluminous and consequential events such as site 
visits, carting, and purchases. Complex mathematical modeling is at 
play here, in which the optimal linear combinations of models learned 
on one specific event are discovered every day, following state-of-the-art 
transfer learning practices.
 
Compare this automated process to that which is standard today: 
pointing an optimization algorithm at a campaign KPI which may never 
reach sufficient scale, or asking a trader to guess at the weights and 
relative importance of user flow events that are constantly changing.
 
This “full funnel learning capability” also applies when Scibids AI 
optimizes a campaign in which the main KPI is captured from outside 
systems — for example, an offline sale or one that is measured by data 
adjacent to adtech systems.  Investments in external attribution systems 
or  in data feeds that deduplicate or otherwise rationalize customer 
sales data can be amortized by exposing the data to Scibids AI, enabling 
it to optimize to the business’ truth set.  

3.3 Realize the Power of Creative Variation 

In the hands of powerful AI, creative matters — but not as much as 
variation in creative.

Too often, media campaign architecture relegates creative to an 
afterthought. Trading practices typically call for the assignment of 
a predetermined weighting to creatives — serving them at an even 
distribution, for example. Also prevalent, automated optimization of 
creative is often limited to rotating those with the highest CTR — a KPI 
that rarely indicates success for more granular and meaningful business 
goals like ROI.  

Scibids AI promotes the significance of creative to its rightful place, 
considering the data it presents as a significant input to  
KPI achievement.

Scibids AI assures creative selection is optimal for specific campaign 
strategies. That is, it ensures that a specific creative is selected for a 
specific strategy and carries out learning about results for ongoing 
optimization methodically. For example, for ad placements of a 
particular size, Creative A is selected for Strategy 1, but never selected 
for Strategy 2.
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This approach also means that creatives shown to contribute 
to performance and scale of the business KPI are promoted in 
circulation for specific strategies, while creative content that does 
not perform is not served to users. 

3.4 Include Other Proprietary Data

The high cardinality impression scoring executed by Scibids AI offers 
essentially unlimited flexibility in variable selection and enables the 
AI to learn natively from any custom variable in the bid request, such 
as publisher-specific or advertiser-specific parameters. Our flexible 
approach, by design, also readies us for challenges like impression-
level campaign data being available only after being filtered through 
emerging privacy-centric procedures or data segment purging that 
will be replaced by Federated Learning of Cohorts (FLoC) IDs in the 
near future.

Insight
The opportunity for marketers 
and their supply chains is 
to feed AI more relevant 
proprietary data to create and 
scale relevant performance 
across more of the web. 
Sophisticated trading AI 
like Scibids can expand the 
utility and value of almost 
any proprietary data set by 
incorporating it throughout bid 
strategies rather than siloing it 
through dedicated, manual, and 
subjective tactics.
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Paid digital marketing is maturing as savvy marketers connect the 
dots between targeting, campaign execution, and measurement. 
With so many data points to connect and always-on campaigns to 
manage, making sense of the data and analytics is no easy task 
— and creating reliably growing business returns is even harder. 
Customizable AI can power a marketer’s technology stack to build 
and maintain a competitive advantage.

Critically, AI needs to be highly customizable to enable optimization 
of unique and complex business requirements easily and to enable 
the kind of collaboration necessary to create scalable success. 
Every advertiser and marketing campaign is unique, so AI should 
be positioned to respect those differences and drive the specific 
performance that matters. 
 
AI should be additive and positive-sum, built into the fabric of existing 
systems and technology platforms. It should enhance business 
process — not replace it. To do so, AI must operate transparently and 
easily within the systems that the organization uses to create and 
manage marketing campaigns in the normal course. 

With growth in efficient spend capacity enabled by AI comes greater 
alignment with and opportunity for a brand’s agency, DSP, and 
marketing partners, producing even yet more growth opportunities 
for brands. 

Questions 
Marketers 
Should Be 
Asking About AI
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The following are questions we think every advertiser, agency, and 
adtech partner seeking to make the best decisions possible for 
their business should consider asking:

Advertisers: 
1. What percentage of my media spend relies on behavioral targeting 

and cross-site tracking? What risks to marketing returns do I face as 
those tactics are deprecated? 

2. Can I leverage my choice not to use privacy-invading media 
strategies to better align values with my customers and improve 
loyalty? 

3. How much of my current paid media spend can leverage AI? In light 
of performance improvements of 30-70%, what dollar returns can I 
expect for my business?

4. Am I leveraging my sales, attribution, and other proprietary data in 
my ad decisioning? 

5. How is the rest of my enterprise, i.e. product development, 
using AI today? Is AI adoption a priority or expectation within my 
organization?

6. How many of my competitors are gaining an edge by using AI to 
power their paid media spend? 

Media Agencies
1. What % of digital marketing spend across my client portfolio can be 

impacted by customizable AI today?
2. How can I leverage AI to extend the impact of my media, data, 

and data science strategies for my clients? With my media, data, 
technology, measurement partners?

3. Am I over-targeting campaigns? Are my “best practice” 
assumptions in campaign architecture and management 
maximizing scale and efficiency for my clients? 

4. How are my competitors leveraging AI today? 
 
Adtech Platforms
1. Can I improve my client’s software experiences through the use of 

customizable AI? 
2. Are there specific advertisers or advertiser verticals that present 

scale challenges for my existing optimization technology for whom 
AI may be the right solution? 

3. How can I improve client UX while growing client ROI and spend by 
using AI?

4. How can I grow relationships with my supply chain of media and 
data partners with the use of AI? 

Embraced by Top
Brands and Media Agencies

Enabled within Global  
Ad Tech Leaders

Enriched with Trusted 
Ad Tech Partners
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We have developed this reference guide to help the industry as 
it moves toward a world without third-party cookies and reduces 
reliance on digital identifiers. The following pages seek to define and 
contextualize some key terms new to the industry lexicon and topics 
relevant to the new, more privacy-centric era.
• Cookies
• GDPR (and other privacy regulations)
• Privacy Sandbox
• FLoCs
• FLEDGE
• SKAdnetwork
• Unified IDs
• K-anonymity (and other privacy preserving models)

Cookies 
Text files written to users’ computers to store preferences and other 
information used by the websites they visit. Cookies are generated 
either by the website that a user visits directly (first-party cookies) or 
by other domains or external services (third-party cookies). 

Cookies are used to implement all manner of use cases 
necessitating cross-site tracking. These include:
• Attribution
• Audience targeting
• Bot identification through web behavior analysis
• Frequency capping

Helpful  
Terms
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Although they have had an enormous impact on the ways we think 
about and understand online privacy, cookies have been the bete-
noire of privacy advocates for decades. Their limitations are legion, 
and their useful life — at least in the case of the more problematic 
third-party cookies — is drawing to its close.

Google’s plan to discontinue support for third-party cookies in its 
web browser, Chrome, brings it in line with similar decisions by 
other browsers, including Microsoft Edge, Safari, Firefox, and Brave. 
Obviously, given Chrome’s market share, Google’s decision will have 
a more profound impact on the industry.

GDPR (and other privacy regulations)
For many years, privacy concerns were addressed through a 
patchwork of rules and regulations that made compliance a 
challenge. Comprehensive privacy laws like GDPR (General Data 
Protection Regulation) in the European Union or CCPA (California 
Consumer Privacy Act) have been enacted to ensure browsing 
behavior data collected through cross-site tracking are not linkable to 
a PII through, for example, an email address or IP address. 

These regulations have resulted in giving customers a greater level 
of control over their data (for example, explicit consent or right to 
be forgotten), while also offering more transparency throughout the 
data collection and use process (explicit finality of usage, timely 
breach notification, among other benefits). 

During the first three years following the implementation of GDPR, 
advertising technology companies conducted self-audits of their 
compliance with the regulation’s requirements. As an example, most 
demand side platforms (DSP) have reworked their campaign log 
level data services, truncating IP addresses or hashing/deleting user 
IDs in GDPR zones. These changes demonstrate how the market is 
realigning to keep the processing of PII to a minimum.  

On the consumer side, individuals are now advised about cookies 
when they visit web properties that use them — and given greater 
control over the cookies they allow on almost every website they 
visit. These warnings and options can serve as a prompt for 
consumers to seek refuge in browsers and apps that block third-
party cookies.
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Privacy Sandbox
When Google announced the deprecation of third-party cookies in 
Chrome (scheduled in 2023), it also introduced the Privacy Sandbox, 
a suite of APIs designed to safeguard key advertising use cases and 
ensure a greater commitment to users’ privacy than GDPR. 

The basic hypothesis is that no third-party company should be 
allowed to perform cross-site tracking. To maintain key use cases 
derived from cross tracking like attribution or frequency, marketers 
will be given access to conversion measurement APIs that operate 
under a privacy-preserving mechanism. An example of such a 
mechanism is differential privacy in which the fewer users concerned 
by a given request, the more random noise is added to the request, 
thus preventing the ability to access relevant information about any 
single user. 

FLoC (Federated Learning of Cohorts)
FLoC is an unsupervised learning algorithm that clusters users with 
similar browsing behavior, without using personally identifiable 
information (PII) or other individual identifiers.

Despite the large volume of attention it has received, FLoC is just a 
“detail” of the larger and more complex Privacy Sandbox architecture 
— albeit a very interesting one. The idea behind FLoC is that requests 
for contextual ad auctions will be augmented with a FLoC id, meaning 
that “FLoC_id = 123” will be a descriptive feature of the bid request in 
the same way as “domain=cnn.com” might be, although “123” will not 
enable translation to real-world meaning.

It is important to note that Privacy Sandbox is not about “cohorts 
replacing cross-site tracking” or “FLoCs replacing cookies.” Cross-
site tracking will still occur in the browser. Instead, Privacy Sandbox 
describes a new way for buyers and sellers to interact with the 
browser to get the information they need without directly accessing 
this cross-site tracking information. 
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FLEDGE (First Locally-Executed Decision over Groups Experiment)
Google expects to introduce this experiment during the course 
of 2021/2022. Most of the ideas behind FLEDGE are drawn from 
ongoing discussions on variants of Google’s TURTLEDOVE project, 
the central points of which include a news auction mechanism, 
built-in microtargeting protection (including the decorrelation of 
contextual bid requests and user-based bid requests), and the 
application of differential privacy and other privacy-preserving 
mechanisms in reporting. 

FLEDGE is still in its early phase, and Google is actively seeking 
feedback and input on what could represent a sea change for digital 
advertising.

SKAdnetwork
Apple proposed its own privacy-preserving framework to safeguard 
key mobile advertising use cases (like attribution), called 
SKAdnetwork and Private Click Measurement.

Apple’s iOS 14.5 prevents IDFA (Identifiers for Advertisers) tracking 
unless the user explicitly opted in. The initial experiments show 
that the opt-in rate is around 10 percent. Although the IDFA is not 
technically dead, many marketers see it as such.

The main idea here is that when a user installs an advertised app, 
the device will store a pending install validation. If the user opens the 
app within an attribution time window, the device sends the install 
validation post back to the app vendor ad network with information 
about the campaign — but not about the user or the device. 

At the time of this writing, Apple’s strategies are by no means 
complete or as robust as Google’s offering through the Privacy 
Sandbox API — and the future of optimization (and ad products 
offered by Apple) on iOS is still unclear. Marketers are increasingly 
looking to learnings from Android to understand what might be 
applied to iOS campaigns, as well. 
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Unified IDs
Browser initiatives challenging the concept of cross-site tracking 
mean profound changes for the industry. In adapting to privacy 
changes, some adtech players are joining forces to create 
independent ID frameworks, built from hashed and encrypted email 
addresses. These IDs aim to significantly enhance transparency 
and consumer privacy, but in a less disruptive way. Unified IDs 
preserve, in particular, cross-site tracking and other foundational RTB 
protocols. 

Universal IDs rely on a publisher alliance adopting “sign-in” walls and 
sharing the resultant OpenID. For example, if users visit a website 
or app and must login to access the content, their collected email is 
anonymized and encrypted as an ID. That ID is then shared across 
the network of publishers and advertising companies that have 
adopted the framework. Advertisers can then use this ID to target 
advertising while respecting the users’ privacy. 

Questioning the level of privacy of these Unified ID initiatives, Google 
Ads recently announced they will not support these IDs, in spite of 
considerable support from established industry players such as IAB, 
Liveramp, Criteo, Nielsen, Magnite, Pubmatic, SpotX, among others. 
How this approach will perform in light of Google’s decision is yet to 
be seen.
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Differential privacy and other privacy preserving models 
Given a data set constituted of individual user records, privacy 
mechanisms can be applied to share information about a data set 
while withholding information about individuals in the data set. 
These procedures might be thought of as “hiding in the crowd.” If 
each individual is part of a larger group with common characteristics 
and behaviors, then any information for this group as a whole could 
also correspond to individual (but unidentified) members, thereby 
preserving individual anonymity. 

Although there are dozens of such methods, two of the most 
common are:
• K-anonymity: a request on the database will only return results if 

it concerns at least k distinct users. This method is in place today 
with Ads Data Hub (ADH), the campaign reporting solution offered 
by DV360. ADH is essentially a data warehouse where ad exposure 
data is housed and can be requested (but not downloaded) while 
respecting k-anonymity standards.

• Differential privacy: a request on the database (for instance 
counting clicks on a given domain) will return the actual results 
with the addition of random noise. The fewer distinct users the 
request concerns, the higher the noise will be.

The use of privacy-preserving models is an important feature of the 
Privacy Sandbox API.
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As our lives become more digital, so, too, will marketing. To thrive, 
the digital marketing industry will need to create systemic respect for 
consumer privacy while enabling reliable, scalable returns for marketers. 

The costs are too great to get this wrong. 

Until now, privacy concerns were mainly addressed via local privacy laws 
like GDPR or CCPA whose goals are largely to ensure that browsing data 
collected through cross-site tracking were not linkable to a “personally 
identifiable information” (PII) such as an email or IP address. 

However, in 2021 important actors like Google Chrome and Apple have 
begun defining a new paradigm: they are actively preventing cross-site 
tracking, which hobbles nearly every current digital marketing use case. 

In addition, several adtech players have been nurturing their own IDs, 
sometimes via a consortium (e.g. TTD’s Unified ID 2.0, Advertising ID 
consortium, Nielsen ID) to safeguard cross-site tracking as it is today. 

At the time of this writing it is impossible to predict how these disparate 
efforts will resolve, meaning, unfortunately, that risks will endure for the 
foreseeable future. 

At Scibids, we hope to enable the industry to move confidently beyond 
these issues and embrace a future in which the interests of consumers, 
regulators, brands, and the digital media supply chain are harmonized. 
Properly engineered AI for digital marketing can generate marketing 
performance and ROI that is far better than intrusive legacy systems 
without the use of personal information.

The future of adtech and the business growth it enables is bright. 
Together, we can seize this opportunity to grow the category and 
the significance of digital marketing, while reducing friction between 
consumers, brands, and the economic engine of the web.

Conclusion
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